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About This Game

Instant Death is a First-Person hardcore reflex game. Your goal is to complete the level without touching the color red. If you
touch anything red you're DEAD. Also be careful and don't rush unless you're very confident in your skill since there are no

checkpoints in the levels.

If you die, you'll start from the beginning.

 20 challenging and some almost impossible levels.

 No checkpoints.

 Techno Music.

 Pride of completing a level.
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Title: Instant Death
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Tayfun Zeytun
Publisher:
Tayfun Zeytun
Release Date: 22 Jan, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows (64-bit versions only)

Processor: Intel Core 2

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI Radeon HD 6670 or better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 650 MB available space
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Best game ever? Maybe.

  Pros:
  High precision challenges in 3D.

  Cons:
  There are moments where the player has to wait or walk without any challenge like a
stage where the player starts on a moving platform and it takes many seconds to get
to the first challenge, so repeating these moments on every attempt is annoying;
  No map editor.

  Rating: 9.8/10; with a map editor it would be 9.9/10.. it's a very addictive game. This game physically made me sick. The
overuse of BLOOM and RED objects everywhere made me dizzy and nauseous. The puzzles are OK, but the controller doesn't
always feel fair. It's so bloomy that it's hard to tell when you're on the ground so sometimes you want to jump but it doesn't
register and you fall to your death. It doesn't feel fair half the time, but the other half it feels great. It just needs more work. It's
definitely no Portal quality. Also, when you die, the mouse should automatically be hovering over retry instead of go to menu. I
accidentally pressed go to the menu a few times when I just wanted to re-try.

Remove or fix the levels where it's just a giant red maze. It's rage inducing because it's not clear about how much space you
have to walk with your player collider, and the red in that level is the one that made me physically sick. It's not fun to find those
orbs since they blend in a bit and the bloom makes it hard to see them.

Dev, please remove the bloom! Please add an option to turn it off.

The game needs work. I can update my review once it's fixed and updated. Good start, but this game will give someone a
seizure.. Best game ever? Maybe.

  Pros:
  High precision challenges in 3D.

  Cons:
  There are moments where the player has to wait or walk without any challenge like a
stage where the player starts on a moving platform and it takes many seconds to get
to the first challenge, so repeating these moments on every attempt is annoying;
  No map editor.

  Rating: 9.8\/10; with a map editor it would be 9.9\/10.. They don't lie.. Its a fine game but I wouldnt recommend it if you dont
want to go through rage inducing obstacles. This isnt a typical game to just jump through. This has 20 levels and each one of
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them will be a real pain to beat. If you are getting this, good luck.. Its a fine game but I wouldnt recommend it if you dont want
to go through rage inducing obstacles. This isnt a typical game to just jump through. This has 20 levels and each one of them
will be a real pain to beat. If you are getting this, good luck.. Its a fine game but I wouldnt recommend it if you dont want to go
through rage inducing obstacles. This isnt a typical game to just jump through. This has 20 levels and each one of them will be a
real pain to beat. If you are getting this, good luck.. most annoying thing? it isnt having to press w and shift again after every
death because it cant understand if you keep them held between lives
it isnt that very large odd hitbox while dodging objects with a faded glowy edge
its the lack of feedback

dying light and mirrors edge did 1st person platforming and it worked beacuse of the sounds and tatctile feedback that you dont
get here. Someone isnt very good at making games so its just annoying as appose to a fun challenge. what a shame :(
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They don't lie.. I have 7 minutes on this game so far and im already stuck on a level... tough game and a lot of fun

EDIT: Better than PUBG. it's a very addictive game. it's a very addictive game. They don't lie.. They don't lie.. It's a interesting
game!My only question is how can I reset the savedata?. If you like to rage and destroy furnitures this is for you. really hardcore
game. Its a fine game but I wouldnt recommend it if you dont want to go through rage inducing obstacles. This isnt a typical
game to just jump through. This has 20 levels and each one of them will be a real pain to beat. If you are getting this, good luck.
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